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Object Oriented Perl: A Comprehensive Guide to Concepts and Programming TechniquesManning Publications, 2000
Perl has always been a powerful and popular programming language, but with its new object capabilities, it can do even more. Written for anyone with a little Perl experience, Damian Conway's Object Oriented Perl provides an invaluable guide to virtually every aspect of object-oriented programming in Perl.
 The most notable thing about...
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C++ Neural Networks and Fuzzy LogicM & T Books, 1995
The number of models available in neural network literature is quite large.  Very often the treatment is mathematical and complex. This book provides  illustrative examples in C++ that the reader can use as a basis for further  experimentation. A key to learning about neural networks to appreciate their  inner workings is to experiment. Neural...
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Linknot: Knot Theory by Computer (Series on Knots and Everything)World Scientific Publishing, 2007
LinKnot Knot Theory by Computer provides a unique view of selected topics in knot theory suitable for students, research mathematicians, and readers with backgrounds in other exact sciences, including chemistry, molecular biology and physics.     The book covers basic notions in knot theory, as well as new methods for handling open problems such as...
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Supercomputing, Collision Processes, and Applications (Physics of Atoms and Molecules)Springer, 1999
This book contains 18 scientific papers setting out the latest  developments in the scientific disciplines and endeavours to which  Professor P. G. Burke has contributed over the last 40 years, prior to  his formal retirement in September 1998.  The aim of the volume is to provide an up-to-date survey of the latest  developments in many areas of...
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Encyclopedia of Civil War ShipwrecksLouisiana State University Press, 2008
On the evening of February 2, 1864, Confederate Commander John Taylor Wood led 250 sailors in two launches and twelve boats to capture the USS Underwriter, a side-wheel steam gunboat anchored on the Neuse River near New Bern, North Carolina. During the ensuing fifteen-minute battle, nine Union crewmen lost their lives, twenty were wounded,...
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XNA 3.0 Game Programming Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in XNA)Apress, 2009
When Microsoft released XNA in December 2006, it immediately became clear that this new technology would have a major impact on the possibilities for game developers. XNA was designed from the ground up with ease of use in mind, while not sacrificing performance or capabilities to achieve this goal. As a bonus, any game you create in XNA for the PC...
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Liabilities, Liquidity, and Cash Management: Balancing Financial RisksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"This book provides a very helpful and informative insight into an aspect of finance that has become quite intricate and complex but is nevertheless very fascinating."--Dr. Henry Kaufman, President, Henry Kaufman & Company, Inc.
Strategies and advice on balancing financial risk for leveraged companies      

In...
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Artificial Intelligence: Structures and Strategies for Complex Problem Solving (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2008

	was very pleased to be asked to produce the sixth edition of my artificial intelligence
	book. It is a compliment to the earlier editions, started over twenty years ago, that our
	approach to AI has been so highly valued. It is also exciting that, as new development in
	the field emerges, we are able to present much of it in each new...
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Security in Computing Systems: Challenges, Approaches and SolutionsSpringer, 2008

	This monograph on Security in Computing Systems: Challenges, Approaches and
	Solutions aims at introducing, surveying and assessing the fundamentals of secu
	rity with respect to computing. Here, “computing” refers to all activities which
	individuals or groups directly or indirectly perform by means of computing sys
	tems,...
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Molecular Pathology and Diagnostics of Cancer (Cancer Growth and Progression)Springer, 2013

	Molecular pathology is based on the emergence of new techniques that greatly enhance the diagnostic accuracy when facing with challenging differential diagnoses. In addition, new molecular techniques are entering the clinical arena for their value in predicting therapy response and tumor prognosis. This book provides a guide for the...
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Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine in OphthalmologyHumana Press, 2012

	In the last few decades, stem cell research has developed groundbreaking technologies

	to both study and treat diseases. This research has proven fruitful for

	the field of ophthalmology, especially in recent years. With its relative immune

	privilege, the eye has proven an ideal testing ground for stem cell therapies.


...
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Factor Separation in the Atmosphere: Applications and Future ProspectsCambridge University Press, 2011

	Modeling atmospheric processes in order to forecast the weather or future climate change is an extremely complex and computationally intensive undertaking. One of the main difficulties is that there are a huge number of factors that need to be taken into account, some of which are still poorly understood. The Factor Separation (FS) method is...
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